Metachronous bilateral mammary metaplastic and infiltrating duct carcinomas: a molecular study for clonality.
Mammary metaplastic carcinoma is uncommon. In this study, both carcinoma and sarcoma components of a metaplastic carcinoma and a subsequent metachronous contralateral infiltrating ductal carcinoma were analyzed by microsatellite analysis for the loss of heterozygosity (LOH) patterns at multiple sites on chromosome arms 3p, 6q, 8, 9p, 11, 13q, 14q, 16q, and 17p. The LOH patterns between the carcinoma and sarcoma components in the first tumor were similar, indicating clonality. The LOH patterns between the first and second tumors were different at all chromosome arms, indicating different clonality and a second primary. We demonstrated a second primary carcinoma in a patient with previous metaplastic carcinoma rather than a metastasis with carcinoma component only.